
Collaboration Inspired Software

Handle More Calls, Easily

Must-haves for Cisco UC Admins
From deployment to day-to-day use, we built aCO to be easy for 
administrators to manage. 

Console software came on the market to help busy phone 
operators effectively and efficiently direct calls in high-
volume environments. But, one console stands out from the 
rest. As a server-less and lightweight application, akkadian 
Console Operator (aCO) is easy to deploy and maintain. 
Plus, operators love it.

The software is simple to install, intuitive, and easy for 
operators to learn.
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Simple to Manage Multiple Consoles

We’ve made configuration and updates to multiple consoles easy by offering a management server. But 
what admins really love is that aCO is still able to operate independently as a local client so there is no 
single point of failure. 

Downloads & Deploys in 10 minutes

Start with a free, 30-day trial by downloading from the Akkadian Labs website. Install and configure to 
work with Cisco Unified Communications Manager (CUCM) in under 10 minutes.

Flexible Support Features

We’ve made it super easy to upload directory sources--upload contacts via CUCM, LDAP, and CSV files. 
Have a unique dial plan? We can work with that. 

Lightweight with no Server Required

Keep the business lines happy and the phones ringing. aCO was designed so there is no single point of 
failure while integrating directly with CUCM.
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Key Operator Features
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• 1 GHz Intel or AMD CPU

• 1 GB or greater RAM

• Windows XP (32-bit), Windows 7 (32 and 64-bit)

• Cisco Communications Manager versions 7.x to 11.x

• Cisco Communications Manager BE6K, BE7K version 9.x 
and 10.x

• Proper IP access to Communications Manager

System Requirements

Free Trial
Try akkadian Console Operator now by downloading a 
free trial at akkadianlabs.com/aco

sales@akkadianlabs.com

Contact Us

Drag-and-drop Call Handling

With a click of the mouse, operators are 
able to direct calls by dragging and dropping 
incoming calls.
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Customizable Dashboard

Operators love how customizable their 
dashboards can be. Operators can even 
change font sizing.

Easy to Learn

aCO’s clean, modern interface is intuitive and 
makes multi-tasking easy.

Multiple Language Options

Operators may opt for the English, Spanish, or 
French versions.

Private and Shared Notes
Operators use their notes to track employee 
schedules and call information.

Line Status

Colored line status includes available, ringing, 
and busy states.

Multiline Support

aCO consolidates the most complex phones 
into one user interface. 

Speed Dials

Unlimited speed dial groups allow operators 
to more effectively organize and access 
important contacts.

1 800 818 4128

http://akkadianlabs.com/aco

